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Abstract
Implicit user interfaces depend on an accurate and realtime stream of predictions about the user’s state. This paper compares advantages and disadvantages of two overarching approaches for solving the challenge of converting live physiological data into plausible estimates of the
user’s state in the context of fNIRS-based adaptive user
interfaces.
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In the design and calibration of machine learning algorithms that detect the user’s mental state, the human plays
two roles. First and foremost, the human must design the
classification algorithm, the software which converts unprocessed streaming input into confidence-weighted predictions about the user’s state in real time. In addition, the
human must provide the baseline measures on which this
algorithm is based. In this paper, we will discuss this sec-

ond issue in the context of building algorithms that detect
a user’s state from functional near-infrared spectroscopy
(fNIRS) signals [4, 6, 3], a lightweight and low-cost neuroimaging technique that measures oxygenation changes in
surface areas of the brain. We will outline different overarching solutions to the problem of knowing how a real-time
constellation of features from fNIRS data correspond to the
user’s state, and highlight the domain specific constraints:
that each user possesses a unique brain and that their time
is scarce and comfort important. The machine learning issues discussed, while considered in the context of fNIRS
experiments, may generalize more broadly in the domain of
physiological computing, where prior knowledge about how
a signal correlates with a state must be combined with new
information about each user’s individual physiology.

backs, interspersed by a 15 second resting period. These
trials were filtered and reduced into 32 features describing
the window’s mean and slope values which, along with the
associated class values, functioned as the training set for a
support vector machine (SVM). In the experimental phase,
the realtime classification of the SVM controlled the difficulty of the simulation, removing UAVs from user control
when they were deemed to be in high cognitive workload
and adding UAVs when they were deemed to be in low cognitive workload. This adaptation decreased operator failure
rate (as measured by the number of collisions with no-fly
zones) by 35% compared to a non-adaptive condition in
which UAVs were added or removed intermittently according to predefined script.

A typical workflow for designing an fNIRS-based machine
learning algorithm proceeds as follows [1, 7, 2, 5]. Wearing
fNIRs, the participant first completes a succession of trials
with intermittent rest periods, intended to induce a transient cognitive state of interest. In the background, machine
learning software associates computed features from the
fNIRS data with a label describing the cognitive state supposedly elicited by this trial. This functions as the instance
to a supervised machine learning algorithm. When enough
trials have been collected, the machine learning algorithm
is evaluated using leave-one-out cross-validation, and, presumably, prepared to classify streaming fNIRS values.

This approach has several advantages. It leverages the optimized function fitting methods of machine learning, allowing it to find patterns which might elude a human observer
utilizing classical statistical techniques. It has a built-in system for confirming that a state can be reliably induced and
measured in a subject by leave-one-out-analysis. It generalizes nicely for calibrating new algorithms: one need only
replace the calibration task and corresponding labels. It
assumes, rightly, that subjects have different brains and
that probe placements differ slightly from one experiment
to another. Finally, it doesn’t require the designer of the algorithm to possess advanced neuroscientific expertise as
the burden of discovering neural correlates of state is left to
automated pattern discovery.

In Afergan (2014), we applied this method to calibrate a
machine learning algorithm that classified a participant’s
cognitive workload as he or she set the flight path of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) in an air traffic control simulation [1]. Participants first completed fifteen 25-second
visuospatial 3-backs and fifteen 25-second visuospatial 1-

But the approach also suffers notable limitations. First, unless an old model is recycled, each experiment requires a
tedious calibration period for every new subject and session. To minimize calibration effort, most experiments use
a limited number of trials to protect the subject’s time and
comfort and avoid fatigue. Having so few instances might
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constrain the potential of the machine learning algorithm
and also limit the number of features it can use to avoid
overfitting. While certain cognitive states can be easy to
induce (e.g. cognitive workload), other states simply don’t
invite easy induction, and lack on-off switches (e.g. emotion). Furthermore, each subject has unique cognitive endowment, and so the stimuli necessary to induce an intense
state of cognitive workload likely differs across subject. One
subject’s 1-back may be as cognitively demanding as another subject’s 2-back. A subject could give up on a trial,
thereby supplying a mislabeled instance to the classifier.
Even if the state has been reliably induced, there is a risk it
doesn’t generalize to the more general cognitive state under investigation in the experiment. A subject may utilize
specialized cognitive resources for solving an n-back - resources which they then don’t use in the more general case
of cognitive workload. Finally, and perhaps most fatally, the
trial-based machine learning approach locks the machine
learning algorithm to a specific temporal alignment requiring
clean transitions from a baseline state into the state under
investigation. It is thus not entirely unrealistic to expect the
machine learning algorithm to function effectively only when
the real-time data aligns with the trial: exactly k seconds
after a transition from a baseline state into a workload state.
Given this extensive list of shortcomings, it is worthwhile
considering the space of reasonable alternatives.

Recycling Data
The requirement of a tedious and necessarily brief calibration process could be solved by leveraging old data
from other sessions and subjects. Instead of discarding a
subject’s data once it has supplied the training set for that
experiment, high quality data ought to be preserved and
added to a growing pool of generalizable data. In the best
case, the needed parameters of a classification algorithm

have already been customized prior to the subject’s arrival.
The calibration period can instead be used to discover a
better location fitting for the probes, or it might be used to
supplement the existing model with additional preferentially weighted instances from that subject. Since the capability of the cross-subject model can be gauged quickly,
the experimenter can decide after the subject has arrivied
whether or not a new model needs to be trained for him or
her.
By analyzing the cross subject results of several cognitive
workload datasets, it seems that this approach somewhat
reduces the mean classification accuracy. In other words,
when data from a subject is entirely omitted and only data
trained on other subjects is considered, classification accuracies drop somewhat but not dramatically. We therefore
recommend that this practice is used only as a back-up.
The experimenter should be ready to train a specific model
only if the general model fails to provide plausible measures
of their real-time state.

A Hard Coded Model
A promising alternative to calibration-based machine learning requires hardcoding a model for detecting the user’s
mental state. Since it is known from both fNIRS and fMRI
literature that high cognitive workload tends to require computing in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, a possible algorithm could simply output high cognitive workload when the
sensors probing this region exhibit a transient increase in
measured oxygenation. Like the cross-subject approach,
this cuts out the training period. It also overcomes the potential risk of a benchmark task not eliciting a pristine and
general high workload state for every trial. In addition, it
gives a natural estimate of the intensity of the state since,
presumably, a greater increase in oxygenation denotes a
more intense state of cognitive workload. Finally, and most

fruitfully, this algorithm can circumvent the issue of temporal alignment by keeping the windows for which it computes
slope short (e.g. 6 seconds or the time it takes for a state
to physiologically manifest) and encouraging its subscriber
(the adaptive system) to use its output as a transition detector, not as a continuous barometer of the user’s absolute
state.
These advantages come at the expense of forfeiting the
potential added information discovered by routine machine
learning. While there is an average case profile for what
cognitive states look like, it is possible that individual subjects exhibit activation profiles unique to them.
If this is by far the simpler approach and potentially also superior, then why has it not been used in more fNIRS-based
real-time systems? We think there are two main reasons
for this. First, real-time algorithms are born from offline algorithms and offline algorithms are evaluated in a manner
that does not truly represent their real-time capability. The
leave-one-out-evaluation method inflates the capability of
an algorithm whose intended use is to classify real-time
data since it only ever tests trials that belong to the same
niche of cognitive workload (the calibration task), have the
same resting baselines that immediately precede it, and
also have temporal alignment to the data on which it was
trained. Of course a specialized machine learning based
approach will triumph in this test. Second, the hard coded
approach requires a more extensive suite of filtering techniques working in real-time. Presumably, the discerning capability of machine learning allows it to avoid being tricked
by systemic / respiratory influences to the signal that would
undoubtedly set off a naive slope detector. Recent innovations to fNIRS processing that utilizes a near-source detector pair and adaptive filtering is therefore essential to this
approach [8].

Can these approaches be combined?
Since each of these approaches carry significant advantages and disadvantages, it would be productive to consider how the three approach can be assimilated into one
superior method. It would borrow the insight that sophisticated and non obvious-patterns can be extracted adaptively
during the session. It would leverage the fact that former
models can be recycled and lend insight into the user under
investigation. And it would embrace neuroscientific literature and perhaps also curb its ambition to detect the user’s
state in absolute instead relative terms.
In one reconciliation of these ideas, the design of the algorithm could precede as follows.
1. Recruit a diverse but small set of template subjects,
preferably subjects with excellent self-awareness
(e.g. meditators or dispositional self monitors)
2. Measure brain activity as these subjects complete
ordinary computer tasks: writing, reading, programming, drifting away into task unrelated rumination.
3. Concurrently, extract features from this data known
from the literature to correlate with the state over relatively short periods of time, and compute the relative
improbability of these features.
4. When a feature exhibits a relatively improbable value,
actively query the subject, and invite them to plot how
their state might have changed recently along any
dimensions of interest; label the data according to
this value
5. Train a machine learning to distinguish these dimensions from the ordinary state. Let the output of the
classifier represent state transitions.

This method has its own drawbacks. It may be the case
that the template subjects have a systematically different
wiring that prevents proper generalization. The apparent
absence of a ’perfect solution’ suggests a problem with
intrinsic difficulty and need for creative ingenuity and research. The heart of the issue relates to the challenge of
obtaining a mental state on demand. Once it is in fact there,
an ordinary mind tends to lack the meta-reflection and motivation needed to alert the algorithm of an appropriate label.
Looking forward, our hunch is that the solution will involve
less reliance on the individualized artificial state induction
paradigm and more on a hybrid multi-subject approach
trained on organic states that emerge naturally.
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